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We prove that for a disjoint covering system with rational moduli, the two 
largest numerators of the moduli are identical. Furthermore, if the two moduli 
corresponding to these two identical numerators are distinct, then actually the three 
largest numerators of the moduli are identical for a system with at least three 
moduli. 0 1986 Academic Press. Inc. 
The purpose of this note is to generalize the result of Davenport, Mirsky, 
D. Newman, and Radb from disjoint covering systems of residue classes to 
disjoint covering systems of rational Beatty sequences. Recall that their 
result establishes equality of the two largest moduli. (See Newman [3].) If 
all the moduli are irrational, then also two moduli are identical (see 
Graham [ 21). 
A rational Beatty sequence, B, is a set of integers 
B= {Lcr+nr]:nEZ+}, 
where tl E IL!, r E Q is the modulus, r > 1, L. ] denotes the greatest integer 
function and Z + denotes the set of nonnegative integers (cf. Stolarsky 
[4]). In the theorem below we deal with rational Beatty sequences 
B,= {Lcrk +nr,J:nEZ+} (l<k<t) 
which together partition Z +. Surprisingly, unlike the integer and irrational 
cases, a partition of Z + with rational Beatty sequences can exist in which 
all the moduli are distinct: 
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We write rk=pk/qk with pk,qkEN and (pk,qk)=l (l<k<t), and 
assume p1 < p2 < ... <pt. We also assume t > 1. 
THEOREM. Zf (Ill,..., B,) is a partition of Z +, then 
(a) P~-~ =pt. 
(b) Ifalso t>3andr,-,#r,, thenp,+,=p,-,=P,. 
PrOOf: (a) Set mk = Ltlkqk] and let 
a k,=Lak+nrk]=~mk~~pk] (1) 
(where we used the fact that for any positive integer m, Lx/m J = LLxjm]). 
Then 
where z represents a formal complex variable. It clearly suffkes (as in New- 
man [ 3, p. 2811) to establish that 
qr- 1 
c OY’” # 0 
II=0 
for o=exp F . 
( I 
(2) 
Choose U, u E N such that 
up, - vq, = 1. (3) 
Then for -m, < n < qr -m,, we have 
Let U, denote the least nonnegative residue of nu mod qr, that is, U, = 
nu(mod ql), 0 < u,, < qt. Then clearly 
Since (u, qt) = 1 we have 
{u,: - m,dn<q,-m,}={O, l,..., ql-1). (6) 
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Let a,, and v, denote the least nonnegative residues of a,, and no, respec- 
tively, modp,. BY (11, (41, (9, and (6), 
{a,:Odn<q,}=(v,: -m,<n<q,--m,}. 
Since for any integers, a, k we have OY = mu’+ kpl, we get from (3), 
4r- 1 4r- 1 qr-mr- 1 
1 WW” = c oan’“= 1 w%Lgw-m~v, (7) 
tI=O II=0 “= --m, 
and (2) follows, since t > 1 implies pt > 1, so w  ~ ’ # 1. 
(b) Using part (a) of this theorem we have 
We use proof by contradiction. Assume that p,- 2 < pt-, but the result is 
false. Then, as we reasoned in (2) above, 
q,-1-l qr- 1 
c 
w.% I,n + 1 wa,. = 0 (8) 
n=O ?I=0 
As in (3) choose u’, v’ such that 
z4’pt - v’q,-, = 1. 
Applying (7) to each of the sums in (8), we obtain 
l-w’ , - -wml-IU’-mlv 
l-w” 
(9) 
In particular, 
Il-w”I=Il-w”‘I 
and thus vz k v’ (modp,). From (3), (9) it follows that qtel = fq, 
(mod p,), and since qtpl, qr < pr and rtpl #r, it must be that qrml = 
p, - q,. But this implies that B,- i u B, = Z + by Beatty’s C ri l= 1 test for 
complementary sequences-which is impossible since t >, 3. 1 
Remark. Fraenkel [l] conjectured that if t 2 3 then there must be two 
moduli, one of which is an integral multiple of the other. It is an immediate 
consequence of (b) that this conjecture is valid if at most two of the moduli 
are nonintegral. In fact if this is the case then either two of the moduli are 
equal, or else one of the integral moduli is an integral multiple of both non- 
integral moduli. 
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